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ABSTRACT 

Factors Affccti ng Female Students Achievement in Mathematics: The Case of Secondary 
Schools in Addis Ababa 

Meles Samuel 

Addis Ababa University, 2013 

The main propose of this study was to examine the factors that affect female students ' 
mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. 
Causal relation research design was employed to investigate the problem. Using simple 
random sampling technique 312 participants were selected from a total of 1431 target 
population. Achievement test, questionnaire and interview were the instrument employed 
in data collection. From multiple regression analysis of data, the result indicated that 
coefficient of mUltiple determination (R2=0.4l2), 41.2% of the variation in female 
students mathematics achievement test was accounted by variability in major socio 
economic variables (education, occupation and income) of parents. Similarly, (R2=0.674), 
67.4% of the variatioljl in female students mathematics achievement was accounted by 
variability in both out of school and in school factors like, home related factors, personal 
factors and in school related factors. Therefore, it is better to intervene the problem 
especially; the Education office of Bole Sub-City and School Principals should coach to 
handle the problem (factors) that affect female students' mathematics achievement both 
in school and out of school by acting as facilitator with parents, stakeholders, concerned 
bodies and students. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Background of the Study 

In the rapidly changing world and in the development of SCience and technology 
mathematics plays a vital role. In daily life and in most human activities the knowledge 
of mathematics was important to understand the comprised world and much with the 
newly developing information technology the strong background in mathematics was 
vital, emphasizing this krutteskii (1976) as cited in Benbow & Arjmand (1990) the 
development of sciences has to become more mathematical method and mathematical 
system were penetrating everywhere. Studies by UNICEF (1992); Kwesiga (2002); 
Odaga & Henveld (1995) were tried to identifY factors that affect equal educational 
opportunity particularly for females . 

Moreover, the rise of the feminist movement 111 the 1970s produced educational 
researchers who wanted to examine sex differences in education Delamont (2002); 
Leach (2004); Kwesiga (2002); Unterhalter (2006). This time it was found that girls 
wcre falling behind boys in all tlu·ee indicators of educational pat1icipation access 
(numbers enrolling), retention (length of time spent in school), and achievement (exam 
passes, especially in mathematics and science) Fatlgcrlind & Saha (1989) as cited in 
Leach (2004). Furthermore, UNESCO (2000) indicated that achicvement was lelaLed Lo 
wide range of variables among this the impact of school polices in areas such as 
retention and principal leader ship, family, and community factors which includes 
parental education at1d involvement. 

The summative evaluation conducted by Institute of Curriculum Development and 
Research ICDR (2001) also pointed out that the Secondary School students' achievement 
in mathematics were the least compared to other subjects. It supports at·gument of Aiken 
(1970) which indicated that the cause of more school failure was by aritlunetic than any 
other subj ect. Moreover, Genet (1991) sounds that Girls performance was poor in 
mathematics at1d science in national exatnination. In addition to this, FelUlenma (1980) 
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also mentioned that the entire fi e ld or mathematics might be enriched i r more yo ung 
females were given the opportunity to grow in to mathematical skills and able to play '1 

crucial role in every educational activities. 

Based on thi s fact, thi s study has attempted to investigate major factors that may al'recl 
mathematics achievement of female students' in Bole Sub-City first cycle secondary 
schools and ultimately tries to forward some possible solutions that would improve their 
achievement in mathematics. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Significant advances have been made in techniques for assesslllg educational 
achievement including performance across national and regional level. Major research 
projects have been launched to investigate patterns of educational achievement and to 
explore both in-school and external factors. However, there is still influential factors are 
attached to female students both in urban and rural areas of Ethiopia inclurling Addis 
Ababa. 

Moreover, MOE (1996) revealed that the complexity of the disparity in academic 
performance between male and female students in ESLCE results. Among the students 
who get 2.4 and above in 1994/95 ESLCE 80.54% were males while females constitute 
only 19.46%. In addition to this, MOE (2003) showed that among the students who's 
GP A 2 and above in EGSECE 2002 females constitute only 27.1 %. 

On the top of that, the statistical analysis on 2001 EGSECE (grade 10) results by NOE 
(2001) showed that the gender difference in achievement, among those with GP A 2 and 
above, 72.89% were males and 27.11 % were females. It is assumed that the contribution 
of mathematics for this less achievement of female students was high, since mathematics 
has strong relationship with other subjects. 

Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate the various in school and out of school 
factors and elements that aggravate female students' mathematics achievement in first 
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cycle secondary schools of Ilole Sub-City. Thcrcby to des ign intcrvcnlion stratcgics thai 
could reduce the factors i r ex isl. 

Moreover, this study was intended to answer the following basic questions: 

1. What are the out of school factors that are significantly affect female students' 
mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 
Schools? 

2. Is there a significant relation between in school factors and female students' 
mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondill'y 
Schools? 

3. Is there a significant relation between personal factors and female students' 
mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 
Schools? 

1.3. Objective of the Study 

The general objective of this study was to investigate factors that hinder female students' 
mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. 
To this end, this study has the following specific objectives which were tried: 

1. To explore the extent to which the major socio economic status (education, 
occupation and income) of pill'ents affect female students mathematics 
achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. . 

2. To examine the significance of personal factors like, motivation, aspiration, self
esteem and expectation of female students on their mathematics achievement in 
Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. . 

3. To identify the extent to which home related factors affect female students' 
mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 
Schools . . 
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4. To explore to what cxtcnt school related ".ctors alTect i'cmale students ' 

mathematics achievcment in Bolc Sub-City Governl11ent [-irst Cycle Sccondary 

Schools. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

Mathematics is a basis for academic successes of an individual. It has a wide app lication 

in different fields of natural and social sciences. Better achievement in mathematics 

influences students to develop positive attitude towards learning the subject. This in turn 

rises in other areas. Moreover, achievement in mathematics helps learners to develop 

high order thinking skills and reasoning abilities in all other sUbjects. In relation to this 

Penner (1 993) indicated that truly exceptional students in mathematics tended to have 

advanced skills in other areas as well. On the top of this, this study expected to explore 

the influencing factor of female students' mathematics achievement. Hence, the finding 

could be vital importance for Bole Sub-City education officials, educational personnel's, 

School principals' , subject teachers, parents, and students to devise the appropriatc 

measure in order to improve female students' mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City 

Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. 

1.5 Delimitation of the Study 

This study was limited to Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools 

(grade 9-10) in Addis Ababa. Specifically focus on investigating in school and out of 

school factors those affect female students' mathematics achievement. It also tries to see 

the effect of in school factors such as the availability of school library, pedagogical 

center, teachers experience and qualification, interaction of teachers with pupils, the 

effect of organized school instructional leadership and the effect of guidance and 

counseling on female students mathematics achievement in first cycle secondary schools 

wi ll be assessed. 

Similarly, out of school factors like home environment, parents' socia economic status 

and personal factors on female stl.dents' mathematics achievement would be assessed. 
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Quantitative approach with cmbedding qualitative data descri ptions in discussion part or 
the study was used. To sec the effect of aforementioncd variables on femal e students ' 
mathematics achievement multiple regress ions was in vo lved . Finall y, even though there 
are a number of variables that affect female students' mathematics achievement such as 
school compound, school distance, the way to school and from school. 

But this study due to time and financial constraints only focuses in aforementioned 
variables such as in school and out of school factors. But it does not focus on factors 
related to school compound, school distance, and the way to school and from school. 

1.6 Limitation of the Study 

Since it needs two hour to administer, the school principals were not willing to give 
permission for the researcher to pilot the achievement test. However, the item validly was 
checked by those teachers from the schools in the study area since they know better about 
their students' background in problem solving skill and ability. The other drawback of 
this study could be the potential respondents might hide key information. However, in 
order to elicit key information multiple data collection tools such as questionnaire and 
interview were used. 

1. 7 Operational Definition of Terms 

In-school factors: refers to factors which are emanated from the school such as effects of 
rule and regulations of the schools, provision of fac ilities like libraries, laboratories, and 
teachers experience in teaching, educational qualification of teachers, attitude of teachers 
toward female students and role of guidance and counseling, Wondemeneh (2009). 

Out-school factors: refers to factors which have not emanated directly from the school 
such as economic and educational background of parents and their attitude towards 
female education, parents support and encouragements of their daughters, students effort 
and activities to improve their result and distance related facto r, Wondemeneh (2009). 
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First Cycle Secondary Schools: Grade levels whi ch inciudc:s grade <) and I () only in the 
current Ethiopian Education System. 

1.8 Organization of the Study 

This study was organized and presented in six chapters .The first chapter gi ves a genera l 
idea on the backgrounds, statement of the problem, explains the significance of the study 
and describes the delimitation and limitation of the study. The second chapter review of 
literature section develops background of the study by discussing the relevant literature 
from international and national perspectives. In the third chapter, research methods were 
explained briefly how the study was conducted. The fonrth chapter was about data 
presentation and interpretation. The fifth chapter stated briefly the findings of the study 
fi·om the data analysis. 

Finally, the sixth chapter was the summary, conclusion and recommendation part which 
tried to swnmarize briefly and conclude the whole study based on the main findings. 
Based on the conclusions drawn, some suggestions were also forwarded to concerned 
bodies and stakeholders in this section. 
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Chapter 2: Review of Related Literature 

The review of related literature focuses on factors that aff'ect students' acadcmic 
ach ievement. It mainly di scussed both in-school and out or school factors that afTcct 
female students' mathematics achievement. 

Hence the in school factors such as influence of school facilities, instructional , 
leadership, teachers' qualification, experience and competence was assessed. Similarly 
out of school facto rs, such as, socia-economic statns of parents and home related factors 
were also assessed in the review of literature. In addition to this the impact of personal 
factors on female students' mathematics achievement was indicated in literature section. 

2.1 Gender Equity in Education 

Sociologists paid little attention to gender until the 1970s as Delmont (2002) explained, 
during the growth in the sociological study of education from 1945 onwards many 
studies were conducted on ' male-only' samples and the gendcr divisions of lubo\' in 
industrialized societies was taken for granted, not treated as a topic for investigation. 
The scholars discuss the issue by cited Acker' s (1994) content analysis of major journal 
for the UK, who reviewed educational research in Britain from the 1950s to 1970s. 
Acker found that, gender issues were frequently ignored and that female experience and 
the outcomes of education for women were regularly left unresearched. It focus on 
integrating women into existing development models brought new attention to girls 
unequal access to education, which was linked to wide spread poverty throughout the 
developing world Lea<.:h (2004); Kwesiga (2002); Unterhalter (2006), Anderson (2006). 

Accordingly, the UN Millemlium Summit in September (2000) also set Mille111lium 
Development Goal (MDG) to promote gender equality and empower women with the 
target to eliminating gender disparities in primary and secondary education by 2015 , and 
in all level of education by 2015 which complements other international declarations on 
gender equality in education Beijing, (1995); Dakar, (2000). Reaching this goal 
underpins success towards the other entire sector UNFPA (2005). Unterhalter (2006) also 
sounds that gender equality in educational opportunity entails more than the attainment of 
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equal numbers in school or parity in cxam inat ion results; it implies a rull cr nwa ni ng or 

equality, whi ch includes conditions in school and post school opportunities. 

Studies by UN ICEF (1992); Kwesiga (2002); Odaga & Henveld (1995) were tried to 

identify factors that affect equal educational opportunity particularly for females. Th<.:y 

classify these factors as demand side and suppl y side lactors. Kwesiga (2002) also 

categorize these factors as family, societal and institutional factors. Whatever the factors 

are, what is important here is that these factors greatly affect equal educational 

opportunity and achievement of females in particularly mathematics and science SUbjects. 

This implies that these factors need to be thoroughly studied and measures should be 

taken to improve female students' educational attainment in general and mathematics in 

particular. 

2.2. Over view of Major Factors that Affect Student's Academic Achievement 

Students' academic performance was positively correlated with school related factor and 

out of school factors . In school factors that wrrelate to students' achievement were 

physical facilities of school environment, availability of library, pedagogical center, 

laboratory, instructional leadcrship, tcachers' qualification, experience and competence, 

Whereas, out of school factors were home environment, parent's socioeconomic status 

and personal factors. 

Factors that affect the academic achievement of female students could be lack of study 

time and lack of encouragement both at home and at school. Which is highly influences 

mathematics achievement since it consumes much time to study and master concepts in 

mathematics Mekasha (2000). 

2.3. School Environment lin School Factorsl 

In school factors known to influence students' achievement could be grouped in to 

teacher characteristics and school resources. Teacher characteristics were of paramount 

interest because the qualification, expenence and competence of the teachers play a 
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critical role in the shaping thc process or leaching and learn ing and because the 

interactions betwecn pup il and teacher were the primary way or transmitting knowledge 

and skill s. 

Accord ing to UNESCO (2000) school related factors were a function of school policies 

defined by political and educational leaders at the national , district or local level. 

These includes elements such as retention policies, the qualification of teachers, the 

length of the school year and homework polices, the availability of textbooks and other 

educational materials, and how convenient schools are to where pupils live. By 

definition, educational administrators and policy makers have considerable influence over 

school related factors . More specifically, Barbur (1997) showed that the factors that 

hamper female students' mathematics achievement were the attitudes values emanating 

from school and communities. 

2.3.1. The Impact ofInstructional Leadership and Management 

Adhesive (1990) as cited in Yonas (2007) management in general can be defined as the 

organization and mobilization of all human and material resource in any system for 

effective achievements of the identified objectives of the system. In many organizations 

including the school systems, effective management was considered to be a prerequisite 

for successful accomplishment of the organizational objectives. 

Moreover, increasing the effectiveness of educational inputs and improving the quality of 

teaching could improve students' academic achievement Yonas (2007). 

In addition to this, Harris et aI. , (2003) indicates the role of effective principal. 

Effective head teachers are responsible for defining the mission of the 

schools and setting goals. The goals were widely emphasized traditional 

students achievment and were widely shared both in and outside the schoo!. 

Besides they were responsible for managing the routine functions within the 

school organization that support teaching and learning which consequently 

increase student 's achievement. 
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Students ' academic achievement was pos iti vel y related with good school climate and 

creating this good climate was mainly the responsibility or the school princ ipal s. 

Secondary school principals can influence teaching activities positi vely by admin istrat ive 

support and collegial leadership Yonas (2007) . 

Similarly, Potter & Powell (1992) stated that effective secondary school principals werc 

aware of teachers need, offers feedback in response to performance and encourages 

teachers long-term professional development and uses this development for the benefit of 

the school. He provides positive leadership, and sets goal and motivates the staff to be 

committed to students' achievement. 

2.3.2. The Impact of Teachers on Students Achievement 

According to UNSECO (2000) teacher related factors like experience and qualification of 

teachers was one of the in schools factors that influence student's achievcmcnt. 

Moreover, Lockheed et aI. , (1999) as cited in Yonas (2007) teachers were central to 

delivery as wdl as the quality of education. The academic and professional training of 

teachers has a direct and positive effect on the quality of their performance and 

consequently on the academic achievement of students. 

Similarly, study conducted in Colombia by National center for educational statistics 

NCES (1991) as cited in Yonas (2007) that seniority of the teachers' , motivation, 

teachers' educational level and gender of teacher (female) have a positive relation to 

student academic achievement in general and female students achievement in particular. 

Moreover, Saritas & Akdemir (2009) indicated that competent mathematic} teachers 

provide a roadmap to guide students in general and female in particular to an organized 

understanding of mathematical concepts, to reflective learning, to critical thinking, and 

ultimately to mathematical achievement. 
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2.3.3. Impact of School Guidance and Counseling 

According to Ukejc et aI. , (1992) guidance and counseling is a scrvicc dcsigned to ass ist 

students to adj ust their environmcnt, develop all abil ity to sct rea li stic goals lor 

themselves and important to their total progress. 

Researchers have established that guidance and counseling progTams in schools can 

positively influence students ' achievement. Brown (1999) indicated that in schools where 

comprehensive guidance programs were implemented the higher the students grade. 

2.3.4. The Impact of School Facilities 

Other than instructional leadership, teachers and guidance related factor the physical 

environment, school facilities have a great impact on acadcmic achievcment of the 

students in general and females in particular according to MOE (2005) the school 

facilities were tool to attract students in general and girls in particular. 

However the study conducted by Amare (1998) as cited in Yonas (2007) indicated that 

libraries, laboratories, latrine~, water latrine, and pedagogical center, etc were seri OllS 

problem in most of ~econdary schuuls of the country. Of all school facilities, school 

library has an impact on students' academic achievement. Students who reported that 

they used the library more frequently were performed at high levels than the others. 

2.4. Out School Factor /Extemal Factors/ 

One of the theories that deal with why students leave the school is a "pull out theory" 

which refers to factors that makes students to measure the costs and benefits of staying in 

schools. Employment opportunities, family liabilities and other conditions that attract 

students to leave schools were "pull out" factor Nuri (2008). 

2.4.1. Home Environment 

Dornbush et aI., (1987) stated that there seems to be a general consensus among theorists 

in psychology and education that a child's academic achievement is not a simple function 
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of her/hi s innate abi lity. In addition to ab ility, cnvironmental 1(lctors play signilicant role 

in child 's academic achievemcnt. In particular cxposure to dilTerent types of stimuli out 

of school may produce differcnt level of acadcmic achievemcnt independent of ability. 

Among those out school variables which influencc academic ach ievcment were home 

environments. 

Similarly, Tilaye (1999) indicated that the quarrelsomeness of the home environment (for 

instance, between father and mother, between mother and child etc), could also create a 

serious emotional disturbance among students in the form of tension, anxiety, fear or 

instability in their lives which in turn are hindrance to their concentrations in classes for 

school work in general. 

2.4.2. Socio Economic Status 

The other out school factor which influence school performance in conjunction with 

home environment were socio economic status of parents. The term "socio economic 

status" (SES) is used by sociologists to denote an individual or Family' s overall rank in 

the social and economic hierarchy Mayer & Jencks (1989) . In most research, socio 

economic status has been measured as a combination of parents' education, parents ' 

occupational prestige, and family income Mayer & Jencks (1989); White (1982). 

2.4.2.1 Socia Economic Status and math achievement: 

Socio economic status, because of its effect on all aspects of students' lives, has been 

included in a large body of research on academic achievement. It is widely believed that 

sociu cconomic status is strongly related to academic achievement at the individual level. 

White (1982), however, in his meta-analytic review of 143 studies, came up with results 

that are contradictory to this widespread belief. He concluded that when socio economic 

status was typically defined as a combination of (income, parents' education, and/or 

parents' occupation) and the student was the unit of analysis, socio economic status was 

only weakly correlated (1 - .1 97) with math achievement. Yet the correlation between 

socio economic status and math achievement jumped to .697, when aggregate units of 

analysis (such as schools) were used. Many researchers reported similar findings that 
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fam ilies were college graduates most likely success ll il to en ter co ll egcs. For such studcn( 

parents served as a role models and mentors in encouraging (hem (0 aspire. Powney 

(1996) concluded that parcn(al aspiration and ex pectations arc clearly linked with gender 

and social class and will affect pupils throughout the educational careers. Through by the 

kind of encouragement pupi ls are given to attend schools, do their homework, choose 

options, presume their higher education, and employment. The study evaluated family 

behaviors and characteristics and their effect on students ' outcome reveled that parents' 

involvement has a significant impact on students' outcome throughout the elementary, 

middle school and secondary school years. In this regard Simon (199) indicated that the 

involvement of families in their children's education depends on the family' s educational 

level. More specifically, Saritas & Akdemir (2009) indicated that parents educational 

level not only impact student attitudes toward learning but also impact their mathematics 

achievement. In addition to these studies repeatedly discovered that the parents' annual 

level of income was correlated with students' mathematics achievement scores Emon 

(2005) as cited in Saritas & Akdemir (2009). Paulin et al (1997) pointed out those costs 

of learning materials, transport and clothing influence parents to send their children in to 

school and make them to choose among their sons and daughters. Clothing for school is 

more expensive for girls than boys. Girls need underwear and sanitary protection during 

menstruation and the unavailability of this cause to perform less or leave school at all. 

Similarly, sammors et aI. , (1 983) stated that poverty is the most obvious feature and has a 

clear impact on reading and mathematics achievement of gender and ethnic groups and 

these is a positive relationship between socio economic status of parents and educational 

attainment of children. Children of low income family do not perform as well as children 

of middle and upper income families McCormic & Presley (1997). People with lower 

income origins are underrepresented in the pool of mathematics majors and in professions 

that require mathematics competency Merle & Stage (1 99 1) as cited in McCormic & 

Pressley (1997). Eskstrom (1988) also indicated that students from low income families 

are more likely to repeat a grade and to drop out of school than a grade and to drop out of 

school than students from higher income famil ies. Similarly Fennema & Leader (1990) 

showed that the lower achievement and participation of females in mathematics related 

careers is partially the cause of the economic problems faced by many women. 
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2.4.2.2 Fatnily incolne and math achieveluent 

Family income, another component of socio economic status, also plays a uniquc rok ill 
the relationship between soc io economic status and math achievement. rinancial capital, 
defined as the fiscal resources of the family used to meet the basic necessities of the 
student Coleman (1988), significantly affects student achievement. Families with greater 
Financial capital can provide their children with educational resources that would enrich 
their educational experiences, such as books and computers. From the perspective of 
student motivation toward success, students from middle and high socio economic status 
families are more likely to have higher levels of motivation for school success. For 
Example, students from middle class families usually expect that academic achievement 
will bring real-life awards in the form of good jobs and high salaries. These students have 
their parents and neighbors who have succeeded in school and already enjoying the 
benefits of their success. That is, they have their "daily reminc1ers" both in their families 
and environments that school success will have social and economic payoffs Oakes 
(1990). 

The problem of insufficient family income for individuals can be translated into a matter 
of poverty concentration at the community level. Poverty concentration has long been 
perceived as a big problem for poor minority neighborhoods in big cities. Statistics reveal 
that this is a continuing, or even an ever-growing problem. For example, although the 
numbers of students in urban schools have remained the same at approximately 11 
million between 1980 and 1990, the percentage of students living in poverty increased 
over the decade. Data from the Schools and Staffing Survey, collected in the 1987-1988 
school year, indicated that forty percent of urban students attended high poverty schools 
(defined as schools with more than forty percent of students receiving free or reduced 
price lunch), while only ten percent of suburban students and 25 percent of rural students 
did so. These high poverty schools have a long list of problems that have an extremely 
negative effect on academic achievement. Among these problems arc limited English 
proficiency, violence, and poor health Lippman et aI., (1996). 
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While students li'om families with high levels of income have their "daily reminders" that 

school success wi ll bring real-liiC awards in the form of good jobs and high sa laries, 

many minority children in big citics have little or no experi encc to support such beliel:, 

and expectations Oakes (1990). These students may know few adults who have 

succeeded in school or who have translated school success into economic gain. Lack of 

social institutions in poor cOlllimmities which would provide students with contact with 

positive role models can be added as another problem Oakes (1990); Lippman, et 

al. ,(l996). 

Previous research also points to the negative effect of poverty concentration on academic 

Achievement. Anderson, et at. (1992), in their study found out that low income students 

in schools with small concentrations of such students score higher than their counterparts 

in schools with high concentrations of low income students. Myers (1985), using 

data from the High School and Beyond study, found out that students in high poverty 

schools had lower scores than did students in low poverty schools, even controlling for 

family socio economic status. 

2.4.2,3 Socio Economic Status and parental EX(Jcctations/lnvolvement 

Before proceeding with the literatme on how socio economic status affects parental 

expectationslinvolvement, it will be useful to clarify the difference between parental 

expectations and parental involvement. Although there is a positive correlation between 

parental expectations and parental involvement, researchers agrees that the relationship 

between expectations and involvement is mediated by two groups of variables. A 

categorization of parental involvement will be useful at this point. Muller & Kerbow 

(199,) c.ategorize parental involvcmcnt as involv"'lll","t in three different contexts, 

namely, within the home and famil y, in the community, and in the school. The lirst 

groups of variables that influence parental involvement are parents' characteristics. These 

are "parents' educational capabilities, their view of the appropriate division of labor 

between teachers and parents, the information they had about their children's schooling, 

and the time, money, and other material resources available in the home" Lareau (1 987). 
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This group o r vari ables arfects the level 01' parental invol vement in all three contcx ts. 

Another important point, made by Steinberg et aI. , ( 1992), is that "how parents ex press 

their involvement and encouragement may be as important as whether and to what ex tent 

they do" . This claim is instrumental in understanding racial/ethnic difrerences in parenta l 

involvement. A good example is the findings by Mu ller & Ke rbow (1993). Thcy round 

out that White parents had the highest level of invo lvement when social activities or 

cultural emichment were involved, such as talking with their children about current 

school experiences, knowing parents of their children's friends, volunteering in school. 

Asian Americans, on the other hand, had quite different ways of involvement. While they 

had the lowest level of talking with their children about high school programs and tended 

not to know the parents of their children's fri ends or volunteer in school, they were the 

highest in restricting their children's TV watching and emoll ing their children in extra 

classes. 

2.5. Personal Factors 

Personal factor playa significant role In addition to in school factors and out of school 

factors in mathematics achievement. The students ' motivation, expectation, self-esteem 

and self directed learning have effect on their mathematics achievement. These factors in 

conjunction with in school and out of school variables may infiuencp- fp-mule stlldents' 

mathematics achievement either positively or negatively. 

2.5.1. Achievement Motivation 

In the field of education a number of studies have written about achievement motivation. 

According to, Aggarwal (J 994), Woolfolk (1995) students pay attention in their work and 

study for test when they are motivated because motivation is critical for learning. Saritas 

& Akdemir (2009) also indicated that mathematics education requires highly motivated 

students, because it requires reasoning, marking interpretations, and solving problems, 

mathematical issues and concepts. Similarly, Broussard & Garrison (2004) had indicated 

that for a higher level of mastery, motivation was related to higher mathematics grades. 
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2.5.2. Self ]~stccm and Academic Achievcmcnt 

Self-esteem is the experience of being compctL!nt to cope wi th the bas ic chal kngcs or Ii l"c 
and of being worth of happ iness Branden (1987). Purkey (1988) also indicated that scll~ 
esteem refers to the totality of a complex, organized, and dynamic system of learned 
beliefs, attitudes and opinion that each person holds to be true about hi s/her personal 
existence. Branden (1987) showed that positive self-esteem is necessary because it is the 
immune system of the bounce back from adversity and hence it is critical during the 
turbulence of adolescence he also expressed that self-esteem built up on the experience of 
success and through these experience the individual 's self-confidence is grew up. As 
individuals experience success they develop the capacity to cope with whatever life 
throws their way. This leads to further growth of self confidence, self-reliance and self
esteem. Similarly, Lawrence (1981) as cited in Bahiru (1999) argued that high self
esteem is closely related to higher success. Moreover, self-esteem affects the academic 
achievement of individuals Bandura (1977); Marsh et ai., (1985) as cited by Bahiru 
(1999). In this regard, Costello (1991) explained that success in learning mathematics 
relies heavily on earlier experience and activities. Construction of toys, practical work, 
familiarity with technology and a variety of games are all accepted as useful in this 
respect. Girls are less likely to come with the benefits of this background and yet 
relatively little attempt has been made to rethink the mathematics curriculum to make 
better use of girls experience. 

A number of studies have examined the relationship between self-esteem and academic 
achievement Chang (1976) as cited in Solomon (1999) using grade point average (GPA) 
to measure achievement they found that grades are positively associated with self-esteem. 

Bachman and O'mally (1977) as cited in Solomon (1999) pointed out that educational 
success is positively correlated to self-esteem. Their eight years longitudinal study 
showed that the higher the level of education respondent eventually attained, the higher 
was his/her self-esteem throughout the course of study. Fennema & Sharman (1977) 
concluded that self-confidence has strong correlation with achievement. According to 
Fennema, one has to do those thinks that one feels confident to do and avoid activities 
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those arose anxiety . lJadger (I<)XI) reported that , the [;Ielthat girl s werc signili eantly less 

self confident in thcir mathcmatical ab il ity before they showed any signs 01' poorer 

performance tends to confirm the inn lienee of thi s variable on pcrformance. 

According to Ballmeister and Tice (1985) as cited in Bahiru (1999) persons who score 

high in self-esteem were those who focll s and emphasize their abilities, strengths and 

good qualities where as persons who score low in self-esteem were those who foclls and 

emphasize their deficiencies, weakness, and bad qualities. Moreover, the primary reason 

that the females are afraid of the mathematics courses was the fear comes from the low 

self-esteem, rather than lack of liability Hachat (1996). The discrepancy between high 

and low self-esteem may arise either from differential levels of ability or differential 

patterns of selective perception and memory Bahiru (1999). 
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2.6. Summary 

Students' acadcmic achievement in genera l mathcmatics ach ievement in particular 
correlated with a number of factors . Among these, school factors, out schoo l facto rs and 
personal factors were paramount on students' mathematics achievement in general and 
females' students' achievement in particular. 

According to Barbour (1997) those factors influence female students mathematics 
achievement were the attitudes, values emanating from school and communities. School 
facility was also one of school related variable that influence students' achievement in 
general and female students achievement in particular. It includes well-organized library, 
safety toilet, pedagogical center, well organized instructional leadership, teachers and 
guidance related factors and etc. According to MOE (2005) School facilities have a great 
impact on academic achievement of students. The school facilities are toni In attrac,t 
students in general and girls in particular. Similarly, students achievement in general 
females in paliicular can also affected by out-school factors and one of the out school 
factor that affect female students achievement was home envirolllllent. Tilaye (1999) 
indicated that the quarrelsomeness of the home enviromnent (for instance, between father 
and mother, between mother and child etc), could also create a serious emotional 
di sturbance among students in the form of tension, anxiety, fear or instability in their 
lives which in turn are hindrance to their concentrations in classes for school work in 
genera1. 

Generally, this chapter gave an important overview of the variables related with students' 
academic achievement. 
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2.7. Conceptual Frame Work ofthe Study 

Based on the review of literature, frame work or thc schcmatic diagram l'or this stud y can 

be summari zed as follows: 

In school factors 

Availability of school library, 
pedagogical center. 

Qualitlcation and experience 
of teachers and their 
interaction with pupil. 

Instructional leadership of 
schools and availability of 
gnidance and counseling 

Out of school factors 

Quarrelsome or unattractive home 

environment. 

Socia economic status of parents ' . 

Achievement 

In mathematics 

Fig 1 Conceptual model of the study 
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Personal factors 

Motivation 

Self-esteem 

Aspiration 

Expectation 



CHAPTER 3: Research Methods 

3.1 Design of the Study 

In order to address the research questions and objectives stated in chapter one, the causa l 
relation research design was employed. Which was important, to assess the relative 
importance of independent variable as the causes of variation in the dependent variable. 
Michal (2004) explained that causal variables compete with each other to explain 
variation in an outcome variable. A good contender in this competition was an 
independent variable that was strongly correlated with the dependent variable. Moreover, 
Creswell & Clark (2007) also indicated that mixed method approach is more than simply 
collecting and analyzing both kinds of data; it also involves the use of both approaches in 
tandem so that the overall strength of a study was greater than either qualitative or 
quantitative research. Hence, interpretation of qualitative data collected through interview 
was embedded in discussion section to support quantitative data analysis. 

3.2 Participants 

Currently Bole Sub-City is divided into fourteen 'wereda' . There are five govenunent 
first cycle and second cycle /preparatory/ schools. Among these, three of them were first 
cycle secondary schools with a total number of 1431 female students which were the 
target population of this study. 

The sample frame of this study was all grade nine and ten government Secondary School 
female students. The sample size was determined for using krejcie & Morgan's (1970) as 
cited in Yonas (2010) formula of determining sample size for research activities (see 
appendix E). Using the formula 31 2 participants were selected which accounts about 
21.8% of the total expected maximum sample size. Hence, it is possible to predict about 
the target population. 

Moreover, the rational to use simple random sampling technique was that it was best 
suited fo r such homogenous and finite population and it gives equal chance fo r all 
students to be included in the study. Furthermore, based on their school and grade 
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stratified random sampling method was employed to select the represenl<lti ves "I' the 
population group in eaeh stratum . Pinal ly, simple random sampling Illethod / loU ery 
method/ was used to se lect representati ves or the stratulll . For instance, out of the tota l or 
599 female students in Lem First Cycle Secondary School, 31 out of 144 grade nine and 
99 out of 454 grade ten female students were selected randomly. Sections were al so 
chosen randomly. Hence, five sections from grade nine out of six sections and II sections 
out of 16 sections of grade 10 were chosen randomly. The same procedures were done to 
choose participants from Dr. Haddis Alameyehu and Bole Community First Cycle 
Secondary Schools. Accordingly, 126 from 576 female students of Dr. Haddis 
Alameyehu and 56 from 256 students of Bole Community First Cycle Secondary School 
were selected. 

3.3 Instrument of Data Collection 

MUltiple source of information were required because of no single source of information 
could be trusted to provide comprehensive data. To accomplish the objective of this 
study, three data collecting instruments (questionnaire, achievement test, and interview) 
were employed. These instruments, without which the study would be incomplete, were 
appropriately used to elicit relevant information for the study under investigation. Hence, 
the questionnaire which was prepared for this study has five parts. Part one includes 
demographic information, part t.wo includes indicator of personal factors, , part tluee 
includes indicator of home related factors, part four includes indicator of school related 
factors and part five includes open ended items. The questionnaire was validated by 
experti se judge. 

The achievement test which consisted of 60 items was prepared by the mathematics 
expertise at Bole sub-city education office. Then the item accuracy was validated by three 
subject teachers from the schools in the study. To supplement the data obtained through 
questiolU1aire and achievement test, the researcher conducted interview with school 
principals, cowlcilors, mathematics teachers and selected female students. 
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3.4 Procedures of Data Collection 

The procedure for the achievement test was as J()lIows: the achievement tcst was 

constructed by the mathematics expertise at Bole Sub-city education orJice and then the 

item validity was checked by three teachers from three school s in the stud y. S imilarl y, 

the validity of questionnaire was examined by expertise value judge and item reliability 

was examined by pilot test for 21 students from already selected school in the sample. 

The return rate of pilot test was only 14. The students involved in pilot test were not 

included in actual sample. From the feedback on pilot test after some correction and 

modification the questionnaires were administered for the whole (312) sampled 

respondents. 

3.4.1 Pilot Testing 

The questionnaire which consisted of 78 items was administered to 21 students so as to 

set: their reliability. 7 students from each school were randomly selected and fill out the 

questionnaire. The reliability statistics indicated that cronbach alpha for total item wa.s 

0.83 and cronbach alpha for home related item was 0.705 . Similarilly cronbach alpha for 

personal factor item category was 0.766 and cronbaeh alpha for school related item was 

0.737. Moreover, after pilot test 18 items were discarded and 60 items were modified and 

distributed for ac1:1 1 ~ 1 data collections. The result of the rdiability st.M.istics brief 

discussion indicated in (appendix D). 

3.4.2 Administration 

Both achievement test and questionnaire were administered to respondents in face-to-face 

fashion with the help of assistants. Initially, orientation was given to assistant data 

collectors on how to handle questions raised from respondents. In addition, a brief 

explanation was provided to respondents about the instruction of the tools and 

confidentiality of the information. Finally, 60 items of a two hour achievement test were 

distributed for respondents. 
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After coll ecting the achicvement tcst questionna irc wns coded with the correspondin g 

achievements test and di stributed to the respondents to fill out. Alter co ll ectio ll or 
questionnaire, interview was administered lor principal s, councilors and se lected fe male 

students to support quantitative data through achievement test and questionnaire. 

3.5 Method of Data Analysis 

The descriptive statistics were used to describe characteristics of the sample based on the 

demographic survey. Data were analyzed using SPSS for windows version 15.0 computer 

program. Quantitative data analysis were involved multiple regression. Variation of 

dependent variable in the variability of independent variables also explained using 

coefficient of determination and also qualitative data gathered through interview were 

embedded to support quantitative explanation in the discussions section. 
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CHAPTI~R 4: Data Analysis and Presentation 

4.1. Data Analysis 

The data were gathered from sampled respondents through questionnaires and 

achievement test. The presentation and analysis of the data were done to answer the basic 

research questions raised in chapter one understatement of problem section. 

Therefore, descriptive statistics was used to analyze and interpret demographic variables 

whereas multiple regressions was employed to see the prediction power of personal 

factors, out of school factors and in school factors on female student mathematics 

achi evem en t test. 

4.2 Characteristics of respondents 

The demographic variables were presented using descriptive statistics in Table I, Table 2, 

Table 3 and Table 4 as follows: 

Ta ble 1: Grade ((lUI age 

Variables Categorics N % 

Grade level Ninth 151 48.4 

Tenth 161 5 1.6 

Total 312 100.0 

Age 14 38 12.2 

15 113 36.2 

16 4~ 15.4 

17 48 15.4 

18 31 9.9 

19 12 3.8 

20 2 0.6 

2 1 2 0.6 

Not Respond 18 5.9 

Total 312 100.0 

As shown in Table 1 above three hundred twelve female students were participated in tllis 

study. Among these, 151 (48.4%) participants were from grade nine wlli le the rest 161 
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(S 1.6%) of thel11 were li·OI11 grade IO.Table I also showed that or Ihe tOla l three hu ndred 

twelve respondents, IS I(4SA'X,) participants were aged 14- IS and 127 (40.7%) or 

participants' age ranged Ii·om 16-18 and 16 (S%) 01" the respondents were I"rol11 19-21 

years old. While 18(S.9%) of the participant were not respond. 

Table 2: Residential Backgrolllld and Parents' Educational Backgrollnd 

Variables Categories N % 

Residential background Lived With father and mother 137 43.8 

Lived With father only 18 5.8 

Lived With mother only 40 12.7 

Lived With husband 15 4.8 

Lived With relatives or guardian 92 29.4 

Others 10 3.5 

Tutal 312 100.00 

Father's educational Illiterate 29 9.3 

background 
Elementary( 1-8) 77 24.7 

Secondary(9-12) 84 26.9 

Certificate and above 122 39.1 

Total 312 100.0 

Mother's educational Illiterate 51 16.4 

background 
Elementary( 1-8) 90 28.8 

Secondary(9-12) 70 22.4 

diploma and above 101 32.4 

j Total 312 100.0 

, 
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When we c:xa tninc:d residential background or participants; Table 2 showed that 'lboui 
137 (43.8%) or rc:spondents were lived with the ir Iflther lind mother and 18 (5.8%) or 
participant lived with their rather only while 40 (12.7%) or them were lived with their 
mother only and 15 (4.8%) of participant li ved with their husband and 92 (29.5%) of the 
respondent lived with their relatives and the rest of 10 (3.5%) of the participants were 
respond as other. One can also noticed that from Table 2 above 29 (9.3%) of respondents 
fathers were illiterate and 283 (90.7%) of respondents parents were literate while 51 
(16.4%) of participants mothers were illiterate and 261 (83.6%) of respondents mother 
were literate. 

Table 3: Parents' Occupation alUi Montldy Income 

Variables Categories ti % 

Parents occupation Employee 135 43.3 

Merchants 45 14.4 

Daily laborer 27 8.7 

Other 105 33.6 

Total 312 100 

Parents monthly Below 500 80 25.6 
income 

500-1 233 75 24 

1233-2220 86 27.6 

Above 2249 66 21.2 

Not Respond 5 1.6 

Total 312 100.0 

Regarding parents' occupation as it was observed in Table 3,135 (43.3%) of participants ' 
parent were employee and 45 (14.4%) of participants' parent were merchants while 27 
(8 .7%) of participants' parent were daily laborer. The rest of 105 (33.7%) of the 
participants ' parent were indicate as other. 
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Table 4: The MCI/II VllfllC o/Achicl'cmclIl Tcsl Ivilh /I,C Corrcspolldillg 

Fatlters alld Mothers E dllcatioll 

Variables Categories Achievement test Mean value 

Father's educational Illiterate 31.94 

Background Elementary (1-8) 37.63 

Secondary (9-12) 43.27 

Diploma and above 47. 15 

Mother's Educational Illiterate 3 1.60 

Background Elementary (1-8) 37.00 

Secondary (9- 12) 42.1 I 

Diploma and above 49.47 

Table 4 revealed that female students, those who have illiterate fathers scored an average 
of 31.94 and those who havc elementary school "omplete fathers scored 37.63 on 
achievement test. Similarly, those who have secondary school complete fathers scored 
43.27 and female students whose fathers were diploma and above scored 47. 15. 

In addition to fathers' educational background, when we examined mothers' educational 
background, it indicated the fo llowing result: 

Those female students who have illiterate mothers scored 31.60 and female students with 
elementary school complete mothers scored 37.00 on mathematics achievement test. 
Similarly, female students those whose mothers were secondary school complete scored 
42.11 on mathematics achievement test. Finally, female students whose mothers had 
diploma and above, scored an average of 49.47 on achievement test. 
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Table 5: Tlte Mean Value of Achievemel/t Test ,vitI, tlt e Corre.ll}(l/tllil/g M ajor 
Socioeconomic Status of Parellts Occupatio//. allllll/cOlne 

Variables Categories Achievement test Mean va lue 

Parents' Occupation Employed 42.52 

Merchants 39.54 

Daily laborer 37.94 

Other 40.02 

Parent's income 200-500 33.83 

500-1233 35.89 

1233-22~9 42.97 

More than 2249 50.93 

Table 5 above indicated that, female student whose parents' were employed scored an 
average of 42.52 on mathematics achievement test and female students whose parents' 
were merchants scored 39.54 on mathematics achievement test. Female students from 
daily laborer families scored an average of 37.94 on mathematics achievement test and 
those who scored 40.04 respond their parents' occupation as other. Similarly, from Table 
5 above one can observed that female students from parents whose monthly income was 
below 500 Ethiopian birr per month scored an average of 33.83 and female students 
whose parents monthly income was from 500 to 1233 Ethiopian birr scored an average of 
35.89 on achievement test. Female students whose parents ' monthly income was from 
1233 to 2249 Ethiopian birr were scored 42.97 on achievement test. Finally, female 
students whose parents monthly income was above 2249 Ethiopian birr scored an average 
of 50.93 on achievement test. 
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4.3 Results of Multiple Regressions 

This section presents the regression analys is /'01' the preclictive power or indepcnclcnt 
variables on ach ievement test. To identify more predictor of the independent variables on 
achievement test, multiple regressions was used. Landau and Everitt (2004) suggested the 
following three important assumptions for a multiple regressions modeling and checked 
accordingly. These are: 

1. The errors have the same variance (homogeneity). This assumption was checked by 
visual examination of a plot of the standardized residuals by the regression 
standardized predicted value. 

2. The errors arise from a normal distribution. The distribution of the data was normal 
and it was examined by inspection from plot scattered in SPSS manipulation. 

3. The relation between each explanatory variable and the independent variable is linear. 
Rased on these assumption, in the present study the relation betwccn depelillent 
variable (achievement test) and the major socio economic statt~s, personal factors, 
home related factors and school related factors was linear it is tested using scatter plot 

4.3.1 The Relationship between Achievement Test and the Independent Variable 
(The Major Socio Economic Status) 

The proportion of variance in mathematics achievement test thut cun be explained hy t.he 
combined effect of the independent variables which were the major soeio economic status 
variables (Father's educational background, mother's educational background, parents' 
occupation and parenis ' income) was explored using multiple regression analysis. Table 6 
shows the result. 
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Table 6: Results oJ Regressioll oj tvla(II elllulic.\' Achievement Test 011 Illdependellt Variable 

Variables I{eg ress ion S tandard Bela I' 

Weight (bi) error Coefficient 

Fathers' Education (x ,) 1. 53 0.43 0. 17 3.54 0.00 

Mothers ' Education (X2) 3.96 0.48 0.42 8.32 0.00 

Parents ' Occupation (x,) 0.32 0.34 0.04 0.95 0.34 

Parents' income(x4) 1. 85 0.38 0.23 4. 83 0.00 

Constant =21 .57, p<O.05, R=O.642, R2=0.412 

On the basis of data analysis result in table 6 for the raw score regression the estimation 

model equation is written as: 

Table 6 shows that among the major SOCIO economIc status variables: mothers' 

educational background, fathers ' educational background and parents' income had 

significant contribution to the changes in the female student mathematics achievement 

test. As observed in table 6 above for the mothers who improve their educational level by 

one cycle causes to increase their daughters' mathematics achievement test score by 3.96 

grades. Similarly, fathers those who improve their educational level by one cycle resulted 

in 1.53 grade increment in their daughters' mathematics achievement test score. Finally, 

parents who promote their income rate by one professional science level increased their 

daughters' mathematics achievement test by 1.85 grades . . 

Moreover, multiple correlations (Ryx l2J4=O.642) which shows strong positi ve relationship 

between female students ' mathematics achievement test (Y) and the independent variable 

at Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. Bluman (1995)) stated that 

if there is strong relation between the dependent and independent variables then the 

correlation coefficient r will be close to + !.that is, the major socio economic status 

(father's educational background, mothers' educational background, parents' occupation 
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and parcnts ' monthly incomc) strongly con'c1atc with rcm~li c students matheilla tics 

achievement at i30le Sub-City Government First Cyck Secondary Schools. Sim ilarly, it 

is also indicated by coeffi cient of multiple determination (R
2=0.412),41.2% of the 

variation in female students mathematics achievement test at Bole Sub-City Governmcnt 

First Cycle Secondary Schools was accounted by variability in the major socia economic 

status of parents' as a group. 

4.3.2 The Relationship between Achievement Test and the Independent Variables 

(Personal Factors, Home Related Factors and School Related Factors) 

The proportion of variance in mathematics achievement test that can be explained by the 

combined effect of the independent variables such as: personal factor, home related 

factors and in school factors was explored using multiple regressions analysis. Its result 

was indicated in Table 7 below. 

Table 7: Resliit of Regression of Independent Variables Oil Achievement Test 

Variables Regression Standard Beta t P 

Weight (bi) error Coefficient 

Personal factors (x,) 0.11 0.02 0.25 6.17 0.00 

Home Related Factors (x, ) -0.12 0.02 -0.26 -4 .94 0.00 

School Related Factors (x,) -0.21 0.03 -0.43 -7.32 0.00 

Constant=52. ll , P<0.05, R=0.821 , R2=0.674 

On the basis of data analysis result in table 7 the raw score regression of the estimation 

model equation is written as: 

Y=52.ll + 0.11x , -0.12x2-0.21 x3 

Table 7 showed that the independent variables (personal factors, home related factors and 

school related factors) had a significant contribution to female students' mathematics 

achievement test in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. 
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Multip lc corrdations (Ryxl23=0.S2 1.) which indica te strong rdation between independent 
out of school variables (homc related) hlctors, in school and personal Itlctors and 
dependent Y variable achievement test. 13luman (1995) stated that if therc is strong 
relation between the dependcnt and independent variables then the correlation coerIicient 
r will be close to + 1. Hence, personal factors, home related (out of schoo l) factors and 
school related factors were strongly correlated with female students' mathematics 
achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. 

It was also observed fi'om coefficient of mUltiple determination that (R2=0.674), 67.4% of 
the variation in female students mathematics achievement test at Bole Sub-City 
Government First Cycle Secondary Schools was accounted by variability in three of the 
predictors personal factor, home related (out of school) factors and school related factors 
as a group. 

When we examined the above multiple regressions result in Table 7 for every increment 
in personal factors like attitude, motivations self-esteem and etc of female students was 
resulted in mathematics score by 0.11. That is if female students show a positive attitude 
or motivation to study or learn mathematics subject their achievement test score would 
incrcase by 0.11 grades. Whereas, for every increments of home related factors female 
students' mathematics achievement test score would decrease by 0.12 grades. That is if 
the parents of female students are not wi lling to facilitate their daughters' to attend and 
study mathematics, it could be resulted in decreasing their daughters' mathematics 
achievement test grade by 0.1 2 in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 
Schools. 

Table 8: SummlllY of Analysi.v of Voriallce (ANOVA) 

Variables Source of Variance Sum of Squa res dF Mean Square F P 

Personal factors, Regression 14515.68 3 4838.5 212.10 0.00 

Home related factors Residual 7026.27 309 22.81 

School related factors Total 2254 1.95 312 
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Moreover, the summary or Anal ys is of Variance (ANOV A) in the above Tablc indicated 

that at least one of the variables entered into the regression model signi "i cantl y predicts 

female students' mathemati cs achievement (17(3,30<))=2 12.1 O,p<O.O I) . 
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Chapter 5: Discussions of Findings 

This section deals with discussions of the results of the study and focuses on the poss ible 

explanations for the data analysis in chapter four. The discussion was elaborated the 

results obtained from simple descriptive statistics and multiple regressions result for 

major socio economic status (education, occupation and income) of parents and personal 

factors , home related (out school) factors and school related factors on female students 

mathematics achievement test. 

5.1 The Major Socio Economic Status 

One of the basic questions of this study was to examine the effect of out of school factors 

on female students' mathematics achievement test. The result of data analysis revealed 

that the major socio economic status (education, occupation and monthly income) of 

parents ' was the most dominant out of school variable to affect female students' 

mathematics achievement test in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 

Schools. More specifically it could be seen that female students those have well educated 

mothers scored better than females of illiterate mothers. 

Socio economic status (estimated by family annual income and level of education) was 

intricately related with parenting style and had paramount potential in influencing child's 

school achievement Girsburg & Bronstein (1993) as cited in Y onas (2007). The result of 

this study also consistent with their findings. 

Another possible explanation was that female students those, who had literate mothers, 

score better than those with illiterate mothers. More specifically, mothers' education was 

slightly affecting female students' mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City 

Government First Cycle Secondary Schools than fathers' education. It was seen from 

Table 4 in chapter four females those who have literate mothers scored more than those 

who have literate fathers. Table 4 in chapter four clearly indicated that, female students' 

whose fathers were diploma and above scored an average of 47.15 on mathematics 

achievement test. Whereas, females those whose mothers were diploma and above scored 
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49.47 grades in mathematics achievement test. Thercfore mothers education is sli ghtly 
affect female students ' mathematics ach ievemcnt at Bole Sub-City Government I,' irst 
Cycle Secondary Schools. 

5.2 The Relationship between Major Socio Economic Status and 
Mathematics Achievement. 

Except for parents' occupation, the analysis of Major Socio Economic Status variables, 
such as father' s education, mother's education, and parents' monthly income on femal e 
students' mathematics achievement from multiple regressions result in chapter four Table 
6 indicated that, it was significantly affect female students mathematics achievement at 
Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. Moreover, as observed in 
table 6 in chapter four for the mothers who improve their educational level by one cycle 
causes to increase their daughters' mathematics achievement test score by 3.96 grades. 
Similarly, fathers those who improve their educational level by one cycle resulted in 1.53 
grade increment in their daughters ' mathematics achievement test score. 

Filially, pare.nts who promote their incomc rate by one professional science level 
increased their daughters' mathematics achievement test by 1.85 grades . It was also 
indicated by coefficient of multiple determination (R2=0.412),41.2% of the variation in 
female students mathematics achievement test at Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle 
Secondary Schools was accounted by variability in the major socio economic status of 
parents' as a group. 

Similarly, Sanabary (1993) as cited in Alemayehu (2006) indicated that, family's socio 
economic status influences their daughters' education through financial and moral 
support for own schooling and indirectly through a set of variables that include the 
daughter' s physical, cognitive, and psychological development as well as her motivation, 
aspiration, and expectations. 
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5.3 The Relationship between Pel'sonal Factors, Home Related Factol'S 
and School Related Factors on Achievement Test 

The multipl e regress ions analysis of dependent variablc (mathematics ach ievement lest) 
on independent variables such as, personal factors , home related factors and school 
related factors was indicated that personal factors was positively related to female 
students mathematics achievement whereas, home related factors and school related 
factors was related negatively to female students mathematics achievement at Bole Sub, 
City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. Moreover, if female students show a 
positive self-esteem, positive attitude or motivations to study or learn mathematics 
subject their achievement test score would increase by 0.11 grades. Whereas For every 
increments of home related factors the female students' mathematics achievement tests 
score would decrease by 0.12 grades. That is if the parents of female students were not 
willing to faci litate their daughters' to attend and study mathematics in home, it resulted 
in decreasing their daughters' mathematics achievement test grade by 0.1 2 and also the 
illl:rcment of 3chool rclal.,,'] f~ct(ofs su<.:.h as shortage of schoollibrury, pcdagogical center, 
unsafe school environment like unavailability of water latrines ,latrines, well-qualified 
and experienced teachers and unorganized instructional leadership and unavailability of 
guidance and counseling would result in declining female students mathematics 
achieve1llellt by 0.21 grades at Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 
Schools. 

Furthermore, it was observed from coefficient of multiple determination that (R2=0.674), 
67.4% of the variation in female students mathematics achievement test at Role Sub-City 
Government First Cycle Secondary Schools was accounted by variability in three of the 
predictors personal factors, home related (out school) factor and in school factors as a 
group. 

More over one of my informants who was a councilor at Dr. Haddis Alamayehu First 
Cycle Secondary School mentioned that: 
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About 75% (Jjjemale students those / have council currenlly emphasized on 

recreation and they have no motivation and courage to offend their doss. /n 

general in as 1 observed on them, they do not set goal./in· their ./i,lrther 

educational affainment. (C I, 22"d March 20/3) 

Similarl y, one of my informant principal of Lem Fi rst Cycle Secondary School 

mentioned that: 

In our school the teachers take initiative to offer tutorial class Jar 

Jemale students even including Saturday. But in one or another reason 

most oJJemale students were not willing to attend tutorial class. Even 

we tried to intervene the problem along with our school counselor 

most oj them are negligees in science subjects including mathematics. 

(P2, 24'h March 2013) 

Therefore, from multiple regressions result for personal factor above and from the above 

interview response one can denllc,t:.d that personal factors was one of pammount variable 

that can influence female students' mathematics achievement at Bole Sub-City 

Government First Cycle Secondary Schook 

Simibrly, Burstein (1992) in a compurutiw study of factors influcnciug mathematics 

achievement found out that there is a direct link between students ' attitudes towards 

mathematics and students outcomes. He also found that 25% in England and 26% in 

Norway accounted for variation in students' attit.ude towards mathematics. The findings 

of this study for personal factors were consistent wit.h tht:. pervi01.1s findings. 

The other dominant out school factor was home related factor as indicated in analysis part 

it was one of the out school factor which influences female students mathematics 

achievement negatively. This includes unattractive home environment like, parents 

unpleasant approach towards their daughters and quarrelsome and unwillingness to 

facilitate school materials, which were negatively influence their daughters' school 

performance in general and mathematics performance in particular. 
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In add ition to this one of my informant student Ii-o m Bo le Community First Cycle 

Secondary School explained lhat: 

1 am living with my mother and she produces and sells local bran 

"arake" from 12_ OOPM to 6_ OOPM (Mid night) per day and she needs my 

support to her work unless she beats me so, 1 have to support her, afier 

all of our customers going 1 start to study but 1 cannot. That is because 1 

fill tired (SJ, 26th March 2013). 

In addition to this one of my informant a teacher from Dr. Haddis 

Alemayehu stated that: 

In our school most of female students live with their relatives 

and their relatives emphasize on domestic works than their 

education, that is why most of my female students come to class 

without doing their homework and when I asked the reason, they 

replay that I live with my relatives and I work domestic chores 

exhaustively then I fill tired to do my homework. 

(h 20'1. March 2013) 

From multiple regressions analysis in chapter four and from qualitative data through 

interview home environment is one of the out school influential factor that affects 

negatively female students' mathematics achievement at Bole Sub-City Government First 

Cyele Secondary Schools. This was consistent with the findings of previous study. 

Similarly, Ti laye (1999) indicated that t.he 'j1turre.)someness of the home environmcnt (for 

instance, between father and mother, hetween father and child ctc) could afso creat", a 

serious emotional dist.urbance among students in the [arm of tension, anxiety, fear or 

instability in their lives which in turn aTe hindrances to their concenh'ation in classes or 

school work in general. Mekasha (2000) also indicated that factors that affect female 

students could be lack of study time both at home and school. Which is highly influences 

mathematics achievement since it consumes much time to study and master concepts. 
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The other factor on fe male ~ tudcnts' mathcmati c~ achievement was in -school f ~lc(ors . 

Which included the unavail ability of well equipped li brary, qualification and experience 

of teachers and teacher-pupils' intcraction , shortage of latrincs, school guidance and 

counseling. To bring better school performance these things should be l~,c ilitated within 

the school environment. The absence of these things could negatively influence female 

students' mathematics achievement as indicated above. 

In addition to this one of my informant student from LEM First Cycle Secondary School 

explained that: 

As you see, our school has a lot of students but only one library which 

cannot accommodate the students. So, we are keeping a turn to study .Not 

only this, but also it has no appropriate reference books and there is no time 

to use it. This is because it works at tea break, lunch time and after schoo!. 

But my parents are not allowed me to use after school. These things 

discourage me to stay at library and to use it. (S2, 22nd March 2013) 

More over one of my informant principal of Dr. Haddis Alamayehu First Cycle 

Secondary School at Bole sub-city described the interconnection and impact of these 

factors on female students' mathematics achievement. As follows: 

In our school two third of our staff members are with experience less than 

five years. They have no enough skill and experience how to handle class 

room management. Most · of the times, we have meeting on conflict 

management between teachers and pupils. This is the result of poor 

interaction between teachers and students. Consequently it affects students' 

achievement. (PI, 19th March 2013) 
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Therefore, school related factors like, unavailability of library, qualification and 

experience of teachers and the school environment in general were some of 

school related factors that were affect femal e students ' mathematics 

achievement. 

In line with this, UNESCO (2000) stated that teacher characteristics are of 

paramount interest because the qualification, experience and competence of the 

teachers playa critical role in the shaping the process of teaching and learning 

and because the interactions between pupil and teacher are the primary way of 

transmitting knowledge and skills . 
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Chapter 6: Summary Conclusion and Recommendation 

6.1 Summary 

The primary objective of this study was to investigate the main factors that a fFect 

female students' mathematics achievement both in school and out of school in Bole 

Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. To achieve this objective the 

following basic research questions were formulated for investigation. 

1. What are the out of school factors that are significantly affect female students' 

mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 

schools? 

2. Is there a significant relation between in school factors and female students' 

mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 

Schools? 

3. Is there a significant relation between personal factors and female students' 

mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 

Schools? 

Among total of 1431 target population, 312 participants were taken US1l1g random 

sampling techniques. 56 palticipants from Bole Community First Cycle Secondary 

School, 130 participants from Lem Fir~t Cycle Secondary School and 126 participants 

from Dr. Haddis Alamayehu First Cycle Secondary School were selected randomly. In 

order to collect valid and reliable data an instrument namely questionnaires, achievement 

tests, and interview were employed. The results of descriptive statistics, multiple 

regressions and Analysis of variance (ANOVA) summarized as follows: 

The finding of this study indicated that the major Socio Economic Status (educational 

background, and monthly i11(;omc) of pare"I,, ' and unpleasant home environment were 

out of school factors that causes female students' mathematics achievement test variation. 

In addition to this, females those who had well educated parents and high income family 

scored a good grade in mathematics achievement tcst. It was also indicated hy coefficient 
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of multi pie delcnni nation (IZ 2=0.412),41 .2%, a I' the variation In remaic students 

mathematics achievement test at Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary 

Schools was accounted by vari ability in the major socia economic status or parents' as a 

group. 

Personal factors, home related factors and school related factors were also found to be 

significantly predictors of female students ' mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City 

Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. Moreover, the data analysis in chapter four 

indicated that female students with positive self-esteem, positive attitude or motivation to 

study or learn mathematics subject would increase their mathematics achievement test 

score by 0.11 grades. Whereas For every increments of home related factor the female 

students' mathematics achievement tests score would decrease by 0.12 grades. That is if 

the parents of female students were not willing to facilitate their daughters' to attend and 

study mathematics in home, it resulted in decreasing their daughters' mathematics 

achievement test grade by 0.12 and also the increment of school related factors such as 

shortage of school library, pedagogical center, unsafe school environment like 

unavailability of water latrines ,latrines, shortage of well qualified and experienced 

teachers and unorganized instructional leadership and unavailability of guidance and 

counseling would result in declining female students mathematics achievement by 0.21 

grades at Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. 

Furthermore, it was observed from coefficient of multiple determination that (R2=0.674), 

67.4% of the variation in female students mathematics achievement test at Bole Sub-City 

Goverru11ent First Cycle Secondary Schools was accounted by variability in three of the 

predictors personal factor, home related (out school) factor and in school factors as a 

group. 
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6.2 Conclusions 

The major focus of this study was to sec both in school and out or school facto rs those 

affect female students' mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First 

Cycle Secondary Schools. Accordingly, the findings of this study indicated that the major 

socia economic status (education, and income) of parents' and unpleasant home 

environment were out of school factors that significantly affect female students' 

mathematics achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. 

Similarly, shortage of school library, pedagogical center, unsafe school environment like 

unavailability of water latrines, latrines, shortage of well-qualified and experienced 

teachers and unorganized instructional leadership and unavailability of guidance and 

counseling were in school factors that significantly affect female students' mathematics 

achievement in Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. Furthermore, 

female students' positive self-esteem, positive attitude or motivation to study or learn 

mathematics subject were personal factors that significantly affect their mathematics 

achievement in Bole Sub-city Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. 

6.3. Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this study, suggestions about the practical implications and 

further investigations were forwarded for concerned bodies. 

l. School principals have a potential to strengthen the relation between Schools and 

families therefore school principals should aware the parents about the importance of 

mathematics to other science und tcchnology fi elds. COlIst'llllC.ntly they might smooth 

the relation with tl1eir daughters ' and facilitate attractive environment to study and 

solve mathematical problems at home. 

2. Sub-City education offices have a potential to mcrease mothers education through 

inclusive adult education. Hence they must focus on mothers in addressing adult 

education. Since mothers educational background was dominantly affect female 

students' mathematics achievement at Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle 

Secondary Schools as indicated in the discussion section. 
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3. Schools should encourage students to participate In co-curri cular activ it ies such as 

mathematics club, natural science club. It might attract and motivate female students 

toward the subject and to solve the problems. 

4. The biased believe and attitudes of parents, school communities and female themselves 

were also contributing factor for female students low achievement in mathematics. 

Therefore, panel discussions both in school and at Sub-City level held to awaking female 

students' competence in general and mathematics in particular. 

Finally, this study focuses on factors that affect female students' mathematics 

achievement at Bole Sub-City Government First Cycle Secondary Schools. It is the area 

of research to conduct the same study in elementary schools and preparatory schools to 

see its effect. 
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Appendices 
Appcndix- A 

Addis Ababa Univco'sity 

School of Graduate Studies 

Institute of Educational Research 

Department of Educational Research and Development 

Mathematics Achievement Test For Grade 9 

General Directions 

Tflis exam contains 60 items and time allowed to attempt all equations is 2hrs. There is 
only one best allswer for each question chooses the best answer alld write your answer 

Oil the space provided. 

_____ 1. Which of the following is the simplified form of "27 - " 12 +"3? 

C. 5..[3 

_____ 2. The value ofx for (2x-li= 27 is 

A.3 B.2 C. 1 D.O 

______ 3. Which of the following is not a rational nwnber? 

A . 7,4 
./27 

n~!l . C. (1. 1,13 )2 n. ([2 I I) ( l l '1) 

_ ____ 4. Ifx=0.212112 .... and y= 0.12122122 ... then x / y is equal to 

3 
A.100 

1 
C.3 D.0.333 
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4 
_____ 5. When the denominator of l s + 1 is rationa lized it gives 

A. ,15 - 1 
~ 

B. ";5 -+ 1 
,15 - 1 

C. 6 

-' 5 - 1 
D. 4 

6. IF A = 0.0017 then its standard notation is equal to 

A . 1.7 xlO-3 B. 17 X 10-3 c. 1.7 X 10-2 d. 1.7 X 10-5 

----- 7. Which of the following is a solution set of2x2-5x +3-0? 

B. {i.-i} c. (3,2} D. none 

----- 8. The sum of roots of equation 2X2 + 14x +24=0 is 

A. -1 2 B. 12 C.16 D.I0 E. 7 

-----9. If 12x+3= 12-5, then the value ofx is 

A. -2 B. 8 C. -8 D.2 

-----10. The solution set of 'J36 <-8 = 6x is equal to 

A. (109 B. {8} C. {-8} D. (-1.6} 

_____ . 11. Which of the fn llowing is true about the properties of absolute value for all real 
number x and y? 

~ X 
C. y < Iy , for y*, o D. None 

12. If x=z and y=4, then the value of 13x-2yl + Ix+yl is equal to 

A. 4 B.5 C. 10 D.8 

r2x - 3y = 5 
----- 13 . Which of the following is the solution set for lSx + 3 y = 9 

A. {1.2} B. {5} D. All 
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{
v= x +a 

----- 14. IF Y = x has no so lution, then the value ora IS? 

A. lO B.5 D.7 

IS. if the sum of the roots of equation 3x2+k+=0 is 7, then the value ofk is: -

A.7 B. 2 1 c. -21 D.7 

_____ 16. If the sum of two numbers is 6 and their product is eight. What are the two numbers? 

A . -2 and-4 B. -23 c. 2 and 4 D. none 

- - ---17. If64 2<-3 =4<+6, then the value of x is equal to 

A.3 13. -3 C.9 D. 5 

_____ 18. The solution set not (3x-5i = (2x+l)2 is equal to 

A. (4/5) B. {-6) c. {6) D. {OJ 

[
X - 2Y = 4 

-----19. The solution set of X + Y = 1 is 

A. { (2,1) ) B. { (-2,- 1» ) 

_____ 20. The simplest torm of (16/48 ) is 

1 6 
A. 8 1 B. % 

_____ 21. The solution set of 125<-1= (5) <+1 is 

A. {%} B. {I) 

c. { (2,-2» ) 

c. {%} 
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_____ 22. Which of the following is finite set? 

A. The set of whole number 

B. The set of natural number bIn land 10 

C. The set of rational number 

D. The set of natural number 

_____ 23. If the GCF (60,x) and LCM (60,X) = 180, then x is equal to:-

A.90 B. 36 C.144 

----- 24. The value ofx for J3X=32x+] 

-2/ A. 3 

f X il- y =3 
----- 25. The solution of t2x + 2y = 6 lS 

A. ((- I,I )} B. ((2,-2)} C. IK 

_____ 26. The value ofx in 13x-21 = 13x-71 is 

D.48 

A. 0 B. {-I,I} C. {2,-2} 

_____ 27. Which of the following is perfect square? 

----- 28. The factors ofx2 + 5x + 6 are 

D.% 

D. none 

D. all 

A. (x+2) (x+ I) B. (x+3) (x+2) C. (x-2) (x+ 3) D. (x-3) (x-2) 

_____ 29. The solution of quadratic equation of x2 -2x- 12=7x-12 

A. 2 and 1 B. 0 and 9 c. 2 and 7 D.3 and 2 
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_____ 30. Ifx2-8x·I-1 6=0 lhen lhe so lut ions arc 

A. {I , 4} B.4 c. {4} D. {-5} 

_ ____ 31. If 3x2-5x+2=0, then find the sum of the roots 

B.%C. I 

_____ 32. From question 31 find the product ofthe roots 

B.% D. 1 

_ __ 33. If the product of roots of the equation kx2+8x+ 3=0 is 1 then what is the value of k 

1/ B. 3 C. 2 D. 3 

___ 34. If the sum of the roots of equation 8x2 + kx+I= 0 is 7, then, the value ofk is 

A. -56 B. -7 C.12 D. none 

---- 35 . The sum of the squares of two consecutive natuml number is 313 find the numher 

A. -I ~nd 13 B. -13 and 12 C. 16 and -16 D.aandc 

_____ 36. The Slim of the numbers is 11 and their product is 28, find the numbers 

A. 7 and 2 B. 11 and 6 C.4and 7 D. I and 4 

----- 37. Suppose the sum of the number of subsets and subset is 15 then what are the number 
of elements, proper subsets and subsets respectively? 

A. {7,3,8} B. {8,3,7} C. {3.8,7} D. {3,8,7} 

_____ 38. Ifn (AXB) = 24 and n (A) = 4, then nCB) is 

A.20 B.5 C.6 D. 8 

_____ 39. Given U= {1,2,3 ..... ... 8} and A= {I,3,5,7}, then A is equal to 

A. {I,2,6,8} B. {1,3,7,5} I&A C. {4,6,7,8} (2) 
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_____ 40. Let A = [ O,{ 1,2},3 } I3={0, {3}, { I ,2 ) }then whi ch orthe foll owing is true 

A.B C A B. AnB = 13 C. AU13=t\ D. {1 ,2}eAnB 

----- 41. Given two sets A and 13 such that A= {{ a,b} c) and 13= { a, } b) then what is An I3? 

A.{1} B. {a, {b}} C. {a} D. {a,b} 

_____ 42. If A= {-3,5}, and B= {6,7} , then AXB is 

A. {-3,6), (-3,7), (5 ,6),(5 ,7)}, B. {-3,6), (-3 ,7), (6,7) ,(6,5)} 

C. { 6-,3), (7,-3), (7,5),(5,7)} O. All 

_____ 43. The solution set of3x2 + 12x + 15-0 is 

A. -I 13.2 and 5 C. I 

_____ 44. The simplify form of '../ -27X6 IS 

A. -3X C. 3X 

""x + 1- 1 

----- 45. The simple form of -Ix + 1 - 1 

A. B. X+ I C. 1 0 . 2 

_____ 46. What is the scientific nation of (1 .0000475) 

D. no real solution 

A. 4.75XlO·2 B. 4.75 X 10-5 C. 47.5 X 10-7 D. 4 .75 X 10-4 

----- 47. The product of (5 + 3,12) (5 - 3J2) is 

A.16 B. -11 c. 7 

--
_____ 48. The simplify form of -/5 - 3 

0.6 

C liB} 
. 4 
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______ 49. If ,i16,x + 4 = 2Jx the value of x is 

A.S B. 2 C. -4 D. -8 

[ 

4x + 3 v = 3 

______ 50. The solution oflinear equation is - 2x - 3/y = - 6 

A. (6,5) B. (1 ,1) C. (0,4) 

- - ---51. The solution of 12x+2/=/2x-1 is 

- 1/ A. -l -1/ B. -3 -l 

_____ 52. The solution set of (x-2i=1 is 

A. I and 3 B. 2 C. 2 and -2 D. band c 

D. no solution 

D.-I 

53 . Which of the following is true about quadratic equation ax2+bxtc 

A. If a = 0 it's quadratic B. If c=O it's alsu Jlussible to be quadrate 

C. If a=c it's also quadratic D. A and B 

.JX+7i 
----- 54. The simplest form of vx - a + I is 

B. <Ix -it a C. -Ix - a D. ',Ix + a 

55. If 12xJ =12,5 the value x is -----

A. -& B. -3 C. -4 D. -I 

______ 56. For non-negative number a where m,n, are E/R. which of the following is fal se. 

C. = am-n D. a"'=a" ifm=n 
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{Zi \r;j 
_ ____ 57. Let x= hand y = a then what is the vallie Of X2l? 

a 

A. b 
1 

B. a . h D. Jab 

_____ 58. Which of the fo llowing his one real foots? 

C. 2X2+8X+6 D. None 

_____ 59. The zero off (x)+ x2-x-30 are 

A. 6 and -5 B. -6 and 5 C. -6 and-5 D. -3 and 2 

----- 60. The solution set of /2x-J/ >2 is equal to 

A. {1I2, 3/2} B. {-1I2 , 312} C. {-3/2,-1I2} D. none 
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M'lthematies Achievement Test For Grade 10 

General Directions 

This exam contains 60 items and time allowed to attempt all equations is 2hrs. There is 

only one best answer for each question chose the best answer and write your answer on 

the space provided. 

_____ 1. Which of the following is not a polynomial? 

B . .JX' D. all 

----- 2. Let f(x)= 3x2+5 and 9(X)= x7-2x+ then what is the degree of (fog) (x)= 

A. 7 B.9 C.14 D.12 

_____ 3. Find the remainder when f(x) = x3-4x+3 is divided by x-I 

A. 6 B.O C.4 D.3 

------ 4. Which of the following is true about graph of polynomial function? 

A. It' s dissel1tingly flUl(;tion 

B. A function of degree n has at most n x-intercept 

C. For n>O degree has n+ 1 turning point 

D. None 

5. Let f(x) = 3x2+(x+ l)(2-1x)+x then which ofthe following is not true? 

A. F is a polynomial function of degree 2 B. f(X»O for every real number x 

C. fe-x) = f(x) for all X€R D. None ofthe above 
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_____ G. If f(X) and g(X) be any two polynomial , then which or the lallowing is "lise? 

A. F(x) + g(X) is polynomial 

B. F (g(x» is 2 polynomial 

C. F(X) - g(x) is 2 polynomial 

D. f(X)/g(X) is polynomial 

If (9 (())) 
_____ 7. Let f(X) = 2X2_X+ I and 9(X)= x3+x+3, Find ~ 

A.I B . .f3 C.4 D.16 

_____ 8. What is the quotient of divide x3_2x2+7x_ 11 by x2-x+3 

C.3X+14 D. X+5 

_____ 9. Determine the value of "a" and "b" if x-3 is a common factor of the polynomials 

f(X) = x3+ax2+bx-5 and 9(X)= 2ax3-bx2-2x-3 

- 2/ A: a= 3 ,b=-5 C. a=O, b=2 

B. a= -I , b= -2 D. a= lh , b=3 

_____ 10. When i(X) = 4x4-3x2+ax+ I divided by x-I, the remainder is 19, find the value of a. 

A. 12 R. 18 C.17 D. none 

_____ II . Which of the fo llowing is not true about a polynomial function of degree n7 

A. Every velticalline crosses its graph of exactly one point. 

B. Its graph has at most n-I turning point 

C. The line crosses it's graph at most n-times when n> I 

D. None 
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_____ 12. If(x+2)" (X-2) = (x+2) (x 2-4) fo r all value of x, what is thc va luc ofn 

Al B. 2 C.3 D.4 

---- 13. What is the value ofc, ifx-c is a factor of x3+2x2-c2x-8 

A (0,-1) B. (-2,2) C. (4,6) D. (1,3) 

----- 14. Which of the following is true about f(X)= (X2_S)2 )x-S)? 

A -,f5 is a root of multiplicity 2 

B. ..rs is a root of multiplicity 4 

C. 5 is aroot olmultiplicity 2 

D. -,f5 is a root of multiplicity I 

---IS. Which of the following is not 2 factor of p(x)= x4
_X

3 -4x2+4x? 

A X-I B.X+I C. X-2 D.X+2 

--- 16. Iff (X)= 2 (x4_5x2+3x_ (X
2,x2) +2), then which of the following is false? 

A f (x) has degree 2 

B. the leading coefficient is -10 

C. The coefficient of x3 is 0 

D. the constant term is -4 

- -- 17. What is the solution set ofx4-IOx2+9=0 

A (I, + 3) B. (I ,4,S) C. (3,1) D. none 

----18. IF JgX2 - = I then, the value ofx is 

A X= ± I B. X=±2 C. X=O D. X=+ 3 
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---- 19. If ';9" ' - ' = J then the value ofx is 

x 2 I x I 2 A. log / log = og· - og 

B. - logx= log IIx 

D. logz l/X = log'. 5 

-- 20. What is the value ofx iflog/2 - log2x+2=0 

A. {-1,2} B. {2} c. {-l} 

2 13 YJ· 91 . --- 21. If log) = x and log 2: 2 the tog 2 IS 

x 
---22. The solution set of 3-logx]=log Y IS 

A. (9} B. {- 9 ,9} C.{3} D. {7} 

D. {1.-2} 

D. None 

---23. Which of the following is true about f(x)= eX and 9(X)=e-x 

A. They have some range 

B. The do main is x>O 

c. Are increasing function 

D.All 

1 

--- 24. The universe of the log] x + 1 is 

A. (-2, ro) B. (00 . -1) c. (-00. - 1) U (1 , ro ) D. None 
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__ 25. The solution set 01'9"-10(3') +9 = 0 

A. {3,4} B. (O,2) c. (1, - l) D. (3,1) 

-- 26. The domain off(X)= log (x2 - I) is 

A. (_2, 00) B. (00. -1) C.(_00.-1I.) V(I , co) D.None 

___ 27. Which of the following is true about if x>O and y>O 

x 
x 

A. logY = 0 
x y y 

B. log a + log a = log Cl 

x x x 
C. Log Y = Log)l D. clog Y =x 

)1 Y x2y3 
__ 28. If log x = a and log x = b, then log ..fXY is equal to 

4b + 6 a 

B. a+b 

x 
__ 29. In IY:for x,y>O is equal to 

x . 
A. In - /)1: 

x 
B.-in Iy : 

6a+ 4b 
D. a -b 

InX - x 
C. In:.Y D. in Y 

30. If Log 2 = sine and log5= co:;;e then 10gIOO is 

A. sin(} B. cos () C. 2sin () D. 2 cos e 

---11. If logx= son 8 and 10gY= cos 8 then (logxy)2-25 sin 8 COs 8 is 

A. ( .sin e COs e)2 B. I c. - Sine cose D . . sine cose 

(x - 2)(X - 3) 
__ 32. What is the solution set of equation log = I 

A. {oJ B. {5} c. (O,S) 0.0 
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- - 33 . Which one of the fo llowing is equa l to the solution set orin eq uali ty 

A. {0,2} B. (-00.1] 

I d . f fi(X) J IOg(3 - 2X) . __ 34. Tle omalll o · = IS 

A. (-co. 1] D.NONE 

__ 35. Iff(X)= ax then which of the following is true ? 

A. It 's increasing function of a> 1 

B. It 's c1ecreasing function O<a<1 

C. It's increasing and decreasing at a=1 

D.AandB 

--36. A sample of radioactive is otores decrease from Smg to 4mg in 24 in year. Find the 

amount of material left after 30 years? 

A. 2mg B.3.78mg C. 4.27 mg D.2.4lmg 

--- 37. Suppose Birr 3000 is invested at 5% compounded continuously how log will it takes 

the amount to grow to birr 7000? 

A 30/4 years R. U year C. 21 year D. 7 year 

38. Let g(X) = 3" then which of the following is not true? 

A. g (-3)= (%)3 C. -g(-X) = g(x) 

B. g (x+y) = g(x) g(y) D. g(X+ I)= 3g (X) 
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----- 46. Which of the fo llowi ng graph could poss ibly be the graph or a polynomial function'? 

A. 

C. 

X+1 
A. feX) = x + 1 

B. 

D. 

wing is a polynomial flUlction? 

B. feX) = X C. x2+2 D. eX+ 1 

---- 48. If log2 =6.310 and log3=0.4 77 then log24=is equal to 

A.O.77 B. 1 C. 1.381 D. A andB 

- - - -49. Ifx=2 and y=4, then the value of Ix-2y+/x+yl 

A. 12 B. 6 C. 10 D.7 

_____ 50. The solution set of Ix+21 =4 is equal to 

A. (-6,2) B. (- 2,4) C. (2} D . (-1,2) 

----- 51. If /1 6X + 4 =23x then the value ofx 

A. 8 B. 2 C. -4 D. -8 
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_____ 52. The sum of the sq uar~s of two consecutive natura l number is 313 lind the num ber 

ofx and y. 

A. -12 and 13 B. -13 and 12 e. 16 and -16 D. A and C 

_____ 53. Which of the following are true about the properties of absolute value for all 

numbers of x and y 

A. "X2=IXI B. {X} < 0 D. all 

-----54. Which of the following are solution set of2'2 -5x+3=0? 

B. (1. -I) C. (3,2} D. None 

-----55. If the product of roots of the equation kx2+8x+3=0 is I , what is the value ofk? 

A% C. 2 D.3 

{
X - 2y = 4 

----- 56. The solution set of X + Y - 1 is 

A ((2, - :n)} B. {(- 2, -I)} C. {(2. - I )} D. none 

----- 57. Ifx= 4 and y=4, then the vulue of Ix-y/+ ~I is equal to:-

A7 B. -I D.4 

-----58. The simplest form of 'J+ 16XB is 

A 4X 

----59. If n(AXB)= 24 und n(A) = 4 then n (B) is 

A 20 B.5 e.6 D.8 

-----60. The value ofx for 3"=27 is 

A.2 B.3 C.I D.O 
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Appendix B 

I"ILu t7Dm~;/' ~\"""'7(/). nnt'l, h/ll-l''''7 I]t'I . ..,. 9<;' ~\Cj 10<;' h~A n,+ -I''''7t.fP:j'· 

O'/,"I'n ""9"IIr.;Ff(/)· (I1·m.;""'7 ~\V~,elr't· 1"(fll.Y.~C7· nn':/ ': nr/n."" ~'}lfJlL ~\r; 

11 t," 'f(/). 1""'l.t7D~bQ; 'f'7C''f-'} I""'l.y,,~ unlY. t7DlJll1t'111 '/OJ':: 

I" unlJ'l(/)· "'l.tI 'I' t-T'r)' nfTJ9" I" -I'mn </, '/CD': : t'I"'7,}<;' (/)'9° ~\ lJt'I ·/' .... At;; 

~\~1Jl '1'9": : M If 't 9" -1-"'7 t.fP :1- 1"9" ;:I'~ (p 'f (/). '}Cj 1"9" ;t'(/).,/~.." '} n {l,;:I' 'f u· "It Cj 

n·r;n.;t' 'fu· ~\lJl]lL I""'l. '}(Jl]l ,/,(/).'} ~\ '}p .. U-9" I" t·n, 'f'7C 't(/)· 11 .... 'fu· 

1"9";t'M''''''} 't7C u·t'I· n'7A~'n+Cj YMo'}9° ~C'H' IltLu n;t''f Mln(/)· 

(folJll+ ~\,}Y3, t7DAo- n+u'rCj ~\m~.p:r··lt'lU-:: 

1. tl9" t7D~~ ~\ytll..A '79":: 

2. n'l'Y'/:(/)' tiC Mln(/)- "1'1',} (/)·tI'I' I" t-~.), (..J) 9°Ah'r l1f ~m'/'t7D·:: 

3. MlJ'f-u· ~m-~ t'I"'l.ytI/...A 7(/)' 'I' Y'/: n~(h-~ unAo·:: 

1. I".r; {l, -I, tI 9" --------- ---------

2. h~A 9 0 100 

3. 05':"'7, -------------
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o 

1'1/\ I-JI'I --------------------------------

run"f.un/.Y .e.lP. Ym<;"""/1~ (1-8) 

rU'M-~ Y.lll (9-12) h<t:A Ym<;</>", /:r, 

run'},? tv)- IP t-. ,'-~ 0 

~.?~, o 
D 

1'1/\ I-JI'I .e '?t'\(}. --------------------

D 

D 

D 

D 

7. nn.;:J-:-;'u· rOTfS'lm' rom· 1J1H- 9"1 YUA ~m'? 

h 4 n;:J-:}: D 

h 5-8 D 

h 9-12 D 

h 12 n'l,e D 
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M!.S,M" D 

or·/'~, t'I4 ,YH' D 

or·/'~, 1'13 oq'r D 

or,/"/,t12oq,1, D 

01'''''/, til oqr D 

10. NT' y./: «8» unAfl7i MIl hlf~ or-)'~(ll· ilt· '/(ll' r9";J' '71((ll'? 

U'I'l·l'1 nun1h1lh{l D 

m·l, (llNT' il? 0"'7'/11 D 

o·~ OunM,'l' D 

1'1/\ I'J 1'1 ~ '7 tIfJ· -------------------------------

11. nr(ll<;' rn,'/' on"Fri 1ft 9"1 yUA '/(ll' {ltI'i'i j'ilftYtl7i? 

h 200-500 {Ie D 

h 500-1233 ,ne D 

h 1233-2249 D 

h 2249 {Ie D 
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h'i~t\ V'II'}' (d, "''''It!'':): 0'1/1-11 ,}-t,}. (J)'m.;l,iI'l 7,VU~,I1"/' ht,'V/:(Jl· 
r"'l.oo'II:!;}; :}: "/C':}:'} r"'I,J.'''/f., ool~ 

7,CJh'{j'} hll.U O;l",}", f11'1 ' '}l<j:'" '/'IC' :)'- I\,e J'(\'{j'} rOlJflil'I"'I-)-'fi'} m,ell" 
fl'looflCl'f"'I'V{j'} J'.l:(i ,eu'} 9"t.\h:/' «..j» Our'(I1'/'II" "1tI"I,": : 

0(1]9° 7, fl CI'fCl'f 1'1 V' 7,fl °'1°'1 1'1 V, ~,t.\mt'l'}h·9" ~, t.\fl°'l"'19" 0(119" ~,t.\fl"'lo'19" 

m,fl M ~,t.\m ~,t.\ M,t.\ 

"','" oo(l1f.,~ OM M ttt\m ttt\ ottt\ 

2,1 r rI"\' <'1 '0 rr'/'1 7.1.1'. ~, 1J': i'ih9° ~,r'PtIU· 

Mtlu h+lO.'}- mlJ.1. t.\[}Jt,m· ~,t.\b.t.\"/9u 

2.2 r'L<'IiI +I+- f.,hil.l'.<;'t.\ 

2.3 11+/(I,+- hm(llU' 'L<'IiI r"'l.mq,OD~ 

ttf.,ODM~9" 

2.4 r'fAiI + /+-1 h~1'I 'm V·M.1t. 7,h;J'rI\I'IV' 

2.5 r 'L<'I '0 rr:F1 Oh~1'I 1. It. 0~7 .. 9u 
~, t.\ h ;:r ." t.\ 9" 

2.6 i1H· m·flilflil rlf~' r'fAiI 'l' f <I: 9''1-
r 9" [}J t· f.,ooM!'(- t.\ 

2.7 h'L<'I'f\ Oflr'/'C ·Otl· ,r9"UCf.:r·1 7,:r' l\ 1'1 V' 

2.8 r'L<'I'O '7-/'/'1 ooflt-'/' I'Im.l'.&"r Uf.,m'/; 
~,f.,(11 q, 00 ~ 9° 

2.9 1'1 m.l'. &.'r flt-r~ 'l'<'- r'L<'I'O om·<I"r 
7, 1.<t 'i' l'~ 7.b.t.\;JI'IU· 
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-
2.10 'UNO /J·t.\'}.II. ~I(IlC; (HI ' 

- -

2.11 ~U'.?; · :I; '/."1.(1 {j(\O'} g,un ~ ' :/'(J) . 117,'1('1 ' ,:.II. 

uoll';,'} 7,ouC f ll(\/J' 

--
2,12 'l,<'l'(l'} 1,$</" ~,I\(IlC;OJ'9" 

2.13 fl'1,<'l'(1 1'';. ~,f,.V.(\U·9" 

2.14 'l,<'l '(1oo{ju<J'/' ~,t.\I.. t.\ '19" 

2.15 rh.<'l'(1 7,'}.<lm'1 l''''Looh~'n nfJl'O(~ hml\(\U' 

2.16 OJ·{j{j '(1{j'(l 1"1.<'\11 l' f'l: fJl r'} OJ'} f'. .}-
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Appcndix C 

Addis Ababa Univcrsity 

Scbool of Graduate Studies 

Institute of Educational Research 

Department of Educational Research and development 

Interview Guideline questions for school principals, councilors, mathematics teachers and 
some selected female students. 

Interview for School principals 

I. Is the interaction between mathematics teachers and female students can influence 
their achievement? How? 

2. Do you think your school library has available and have relevant materials to your 
students? 

3. Are there enough well qualified mathematics teachers in your school? 

4. Does your school have facilities to respond to girls need? ( for example, separate toilet, 
providing instructional material, etc) 

5. Does your school have any especial program that contributes for female students' 
mathematics achievement? 

Interview for Guidance and Counselor 

I. Do female students get guidance and counseling service for their academic 
achievement difficulties in mathematics? 

2. From your counseling experience how do you explain female students' attitude 
towards mathematics? 
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4. [ffemale students' attitude to mathematics is negative clo you think that it is emanating 
fi'om home and school environment only? 

5. How can you explain femal e students' interaction with their mathematics teaches? Is 
there any relation with teacher experience and hi s student interaction? 

6. From your experience what portion of your school female students set the goal for their 
future? [f not what is the reason behind? 

Interview for Mathematics Teachers 

1. Do you think that female students in your school are motivated to learn and study 
mathematics? If not can you mention some of the reasons? 

2. How can you explain the female students' participation both in class room learning 
activity and doing their project or assignment in their home or library? 

3. What proportion of your female students doing home work and class work proper! y? If 
not what are the barriers? 

4. Can you mention or suggest possible solutions to alleviate the problem that female 
students face in your school? 

Interview for Students 

I . How often your mathematics teacher provides homework and class work? 

2. How often your teachers check your homework? 

3. Have you done your home work properly? 

4. Is there any problem that influences your study and doing home work in your home? 

5. How often you study in your school library? If no why? 

6. Do you think your school facilities such as (library, laboratory, pedagogical center, 
toilet, etc) seem well coming nature for female students? 
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Codes of interview Participant 

PI-Principal of Dr. l-Iaddis Alamayehu First Cycle Second3ry School 

P2-Principal of Lem First Cycle Secondary School 

P3-Principal of Bole Community First Cycle Secondary School 

CI-Guidance and councilor of Dr. Haddis Alamayehu First Cycle Secondary School 

C2-Guidance and councilor of Lem First Cycle Secondary School 

C3-Guidance and councilor of Bole Community First Cycle Secondary School 

TI- Mathematics Teacher from Dr. Haddis Alamayehu First Cycle Secondary School 

T2- Mathematics Teacher from LEM First Cycle Secondary School 

T3- Mathematics Teacher from Bole Community First Cycle Secondary School 

SI-Student from Dr. Haddis Alamayehu First Cycle Secondary School 

S2-Student from LEM First Cycle Secondary School 

S3-Student from Bole Community First Cycle Secondary School 
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Appcndix- D 

Pilot Test Resu lt 

Item-Total Statistics 

Corrected Cronbach's 

Scale Mean if Scale Variance Item-Total Alpha if Item 

Items Item Deleted if Item Deleted Correlation Deleted 

item2.1 294.7692 715 .359 .478 .824 

item2.2 295.3846 705.090 .620 .822 

item2.3 294.0000 738.167 .413 .828 

item2.4 294.2308 754.526 -.147 .833 

item2.5 294.6923 761.231 -.203 .836 

item2.6 294.6154 701.923 .569 .822 

item2.7 294.7692 675.026 .860 .814 

item2.8 295 .5385 736.436 .164 .829 

item2·9 295.9231 722.244 .303 .827 

item2.10 294.4615 732.603 .195 .829 

item2.11 294.1538 735.141 .194 .829 

item2.12 294.6154 756.423 -.160 .834 

item2.13 295.5385 740.769 .075 .831 

item2.14 294.3077 71 0.231 .572 .823 
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item2.1 5 294.7692 704.026 J,20 .lQI 

item2 .16 294.6154 728.756 .294 .827 

item2. 17 294.7692 727.359 .235 .828 

item2.18 294.0769 742.244 .218 .829 

item2.19 293.923 1 746.744 .064 .830 

item2.20 293.9231 745 .577 .121 .830 

item2.21 294.4615 754.436 -.149 .833 

item2.22 294.2308 717.859 .450 .825 

item2.23 29~.2308 735. 192 .192 .829 

item2.24 293 .9231 731.244 .555 .827 

item2.25 294.0000 736. 167 .359 .828 

item3. 1 295 .5385 729.269 .176 .830 

item3 .2 295.0769 741.744 .061 .832 

item3.3 295.0769 769.910 -.298 .838 

item3.4 294.923 1 746.244 -.009 .834 

item3.5 294.0000 735.000 .547 .828 

item3 .6 294.3077 740.731 .092 .831 

item3 .7 295 .9231 762.577 -.186 .838 

item3 .8 295.1538 729.808 .199 .829 

item3.9 295.0000 690.000 .692 .8 19 
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item3.10 295.4615 766.603 -.207 .840 

item3.11 294.8462 744.308 .023 .832 

item3.12 294.4615 7 11.936 .427 .824 

item3.13 294. 1538 740.141 .2 16 .829 

item3.14 294.2308 744.526 .061 .83 1 

item3 .15 294.4615 714.603 .546 .824 

item3.16 294.3846 714.256 .545 .824 

item3.17 293.8462 744.974 .207 .830 

item3.18 293.9231 738.577 .464 .828 

item3.19 293.9231 745.244 .137 .830 

itemJ.20 294.3846 737.756 .12Y .830 

item3.21 296.3077 72 1.897 .343 .826 

item3.22 296.0000 735 .000 .113 .831 

item3.23 295.3846 733.756 .130 .831 

item3.24 296.0000 748.333 -.033 .835 

item3.25 294.3077 719.064 .461 .825 

item3 .26 294.5385 738.936 .107 .831 

item3.27 295.6923 747.731 -.025 .834 

item4.1 295.2308 697.526 .608 .821 

item4.2 296.0000 718.167 .300 .827 
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item4.3 295. 1538 725.308 .244 .X2X 

item4.4 294.923 1 741.4 10 .044 .833 

item4.5 294.6923 700.564 .693 .820 

item4.6 294.1538 718.308 .625 .824 

item4.7 295.3846 745.756 -.002 .833 

item4.8 295.9231 768.077 -.256 .839 

item4.9 294.6154 792.756 -.641 .843 

item4.10 296.7692 731.026 .254 .828 

item4.11 296.8462 739.808 .11 8 .830 

item4.1 2 296.5385 729.269 .209 .829 

item4.1 ' 295 .1 615 712.603 .372 .825 

item4.14 294.6923 741.064 .069 .831 

item4.15 295.8462 752.141 -.075 .835 

item4.16 296.0769 693.077 .647 .820 

item4.17 295.7692 757.859 -.137 .836 

item4.1 8 294.8462 715.474 .438 .825 , . ".,"- . ..,. .. -,- - -, .. . .. --.~- ' --

_ . _.- .. -- - _. 

item4.19 295.7692 692.359 .532 .821 

item4.20 296.3846 708 .256 .453 .824 

item4.21 295.3846 721.756 .287 .827 

item4.22 294.3077 724.231 .374 .826 
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item4.23 294.6923 684.73 1 .81 4 .817 

item4.24 294.46 15 722.603 .3 81 .826 

item4.25 294.6923 724.731 .370 .826 

item4.26 295.3846 690.923 .605 .820 

Reliability Statistics for personal factor items category 

Cronbach's N of 

Alpha Items 

.766 25 

Reliability Statistics for home related/out schooll factors item category 

Cronbach's N of 

Alpha Items 

.705 27 

Reliability Statistics for school related factors items category 

Cronbach's N of 

Alpha Items 

.737 26 
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Reliability Statistics for total item within three categOl'ies 

Cronbach's N of 

Alpha Items 

.830 78 
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Appendix - I~ 

Formula to calculate sample size 

Krej ice and Morgan (1970) published a formula for an effi cient method of determining 
representative sample size of a given population by using the formula: 

S = X2NP(I-P) 

D2(N_I)+X2 P(1 -P) 

Where, S= required sample size 

X2= The table value of 95% confidence interval 

P= The population proportion assumed to be 0.5 

for it provides the maximum sample size. 

D= The degree of accuracy expressed as a 

Proportion (0.05) 

N= The population size 

Helle.e, in t.hi s study X2= (1.998)2, N- 1431, p= 0.5, D- 0.05 

S= (l.998i (J431) (0.5) (1-0.5) 

(0.05i (2431-1) + (1.998i 0.5(1-0.5) 

= 312 
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